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Raised on a Midwestern farm after World War II, Eric was considered worthless in his childhood.
He was restricted by a body that did not allow him to walk. With stubborn determination, he
struggled to cope with his disability, cerebral palsy.Eric endured abuse, discrimination and
neglect and yet found the courage to face his challenges directly. In adulthood, he lived
independently and was proud to have a job to pay his own way. He loved baseball, longed to
play the game and be part of a team. Instead, he watched from the sidelines. He released pent-
up emotions of his triumphs and tragedies through writing stories and poems. Connie
Rubsamen’s memoir of her brother is driven by his many writings.Down Looking Up is an
inspiring story of fighting against and coming to terms with a disability. This story illustrates how
a disability impacts one’s life. There is no escape.

"Groundbreaking."―Broadway World "A useful resource for future researchers interested in the
ways that gender in dance intersects with class, race, and sexual orientation."―Choice
“Accessible essays and numerous research projects by contributing writers from around the
world unpack and address gender issues in higher education administration, dance studio
settings, all-boy dance classes and contemporary ballet.”―Dance Teacher --This text refers to
the hardcover edition.Review"Few volumes tackle the issue of gender and dance with such
currency. A work of high quality, thorough in its composition, impeccable in its rigor, and far
reaching in its approach."―Julie Kerr-Berry, Minnesota State University, Mankato "Generous
with data, this collection of accessible research will inspire a variety of emotions from anger to
fascination, prompting us to question our own actions and the shape of the future of
dance."―Barbara Bashaw, Rutgers University --This text refers to the paperback edition.About
the AuthorWendy Oliver, professor of dance at Providence College, is coeditor of Jazz Dance: A
History of the Roots and Branches. Doug Risner, professor of dance at Wayne State University,
is coeditor of Hybrid Lives of Teaching Artists in Dance and Theatre Arts: A Critical Reader. --
This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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Down,LookingUpDown,LookingUpEric’s Worldof Living Withinthe Confines ofCerebral
PalsyConnie Rubsamenatmosphere press© 2021 Connie RubsamenPublished by Atmosphere
PressCover design by Marielena AndreCover picture by Rebecca PotterNo part of this book may
be reproduced without permission from the author except in brief quotations and in
reviews.atmospherepress.comDisclaimerSome incidents described within this book are a
compilation of several incidents in order to simplify and clarify the narrative.Some names of
people have been changed to protect their privacy.Thank you for this chanceTo share my heart
with you.For this paper and pen,To tell you how I really feel,I know it’s safe.I know it’s real.It’s a
blessing, yes it is,A blessing in every way,To share my heart and soulWith you.Eric
TinderholtThis book is dedicated to my brother Eric who pushed me to do this project. After his
death, I volunteered to take all of his writings and put them into a book. The first morning home
after his funeral I was jolted awake at 5:30 am by a loud voice in my head shouting, “GET
UP.”“Wow,” I thought. “That was some dream, but I don’t remember anything about it.”The next
morning at exactly 5:30 am my cell phone started ringing. It was my sister Ann calling. “Ann,
what’s wrong? You never call this early in the morning.”“I didn’t call you,” she responded. “You
called me.”That was a weird incident.Again, the next morning at 5:30 am I was jolted awake by
that loud voice shouting, “GET UP.”I sat up and with immediate understanding and with
resignation said, “OK, Eric, I get the message. I will start on your story today.”So here it is – Eric’s
story, a book of his writings with my comments filling in some biographical details.Connie
(Tinderholt) RubsamenTable ofContentsThis is MeEarly ChildhoodIowaBlended FamilyTeenage
YearsHigh SchoolCollegeNew LifeKansas CityGreater IndependenceRelatives and
RelationsMarriageNightmaresLife Goes OnCameron JadeMemoriesRetirement8
CowsIndependence Slipping AwayEagle’s Wings
RisingEpilogueAppendixAcknowledgementsAbout the AuthorThisis MeA lone figure stood at
the edge of a narrow gravel road. He gazed over the low lying hills dotted with small farms and
their surrounding fields ready for harvest. The sun was low on the western horizon. All was quiet.
He sighed and adjusted his stance. He was tired after a long day. It had been some time since
the school bus had dropped him off here at the beginning of the farm’s long driveway. Now, a
feeling of abandonment settled around him.He was again left only with his thoughts. His
imagination was often his only entertainment. But not today. He had to focus on the situation at
hand.Realizing that once more he had been forgotten, he looked down that driveway with its
slippery loose rocks, deep ruts and steep downhill grade and said to himself, “I wonder if I can
walk it? But what happens if I fall? Can I get up? Well, I have to try.”A feeling of determination
grew within him. “I can do it. I know I can.” With a strong resolve, he placed one crutch in front of
him and dragged his left foot forward. Then the other crutch was placed in front, and he dragged
his right foot forward. The half-mile walk would be laborious and treacherous and probably take
an hour, but he was determined. Slowly and carefully, he headed for home.This was Eric, my
brother, the oldest of four children, who faced all of his challenges head on. He was born with
cerebral palsy, a physical condition that affects the central nervous system and manifests in



different ways and degrees in how a person can control his body. He was born just after World
War II, at a time when the medical community was beginning to make great strides in research
and understanding of many physical abnormalities. He became a case study with doctors, social
workers and educators through most of his life.Eric was not a tall man. His physical build was
disproportionate between his upper and lower body. His shoulders and upper chest were all
muscle and large, his waist and hips were narrow, and his legs were thin with little muscle tone.
There was no fat on his medium frame. He stood about 5’7” when he forced his legs straight, his
back upright and his head held high. But usually he stood with his legs lax, his knees bent, his
large strong hands gripping his wooden crutches at his sides and his heavy torso leaning into
his crutches, causing his back to bend slightly forward, creating a silhouette of a much smaller
person. Because of his disability, he may have appeared physically weak, but his mind was
sharp, and his dark brown eyes covered with thick glasses were quick to see everything around
him. He would toss his head of thick black hair and set his square jaw in fierce determination
when he was told, “No, you can’t do that.”Eric enjoyed interacting with people, having spirited
discussions, laughing at a good joke, but he found his best means of communication was
through paper and pen. He said people would then judge him by his thoughts, not his body. He
wrote throughout his life.As he grew from childhood into adulthood, he would write about his
observations, his experiences, and his feelings. Later in life, after he had retired from his
professional job at the IRS, the amount of his writing increased. He wrote to release pent-up
emotions. He wrote new pieces and revised old ones. He wrote to improve the delivery of his
thoughts and his message to others. He may also have had literary aspirations beyond what he
had expressed to us.Why do I write? Maybe as the thoughts and words flow from my head,
through my hand to the page, some spark of illumination will ignite a flame from which healing
and release will occur! That’s why I write.Eric was a wonderful storyteller. He wrote many short
stories and often wrote in poetic form. His stories are engaging, and his poetry has sweet
rhyming sounds and a gentle cadence.What’s in a poem?A story and much more.It’s putting pen
to paper.It’s late nights pecking at the computer.Your mind gets going,The words start
flowing,There’s excitement and action brewing.There’s magic at your fingertips!The story of your
life unfolding,The world of your experiences.Make a fool of yourself in private –Just you, your life,
your sweat, your blood,Your experiences flowingFrom your mind, your heart, your handTo magic
upon that piece of paper.After his death when my siblings and I were clearing out his apartment,
we found on his bookshelves many large notebooks, 8 ½ by 11 inch 3-ring binders with hard
plastic black covers, filled with his writings of poetry and prose. We knew of the half-dozen
pieces Eric had shared with us, but we were very surprised to find 21 of these notebooks filled
with his writings. We were a bit overwhelmed. We also found some loose sheets of yellow, lined
paper with poems written in his own handwriting. As we packed all of the papers and binders
into boxes, I read bits and pieces of his writings. I quickly saw that he had taken the handwritten
pieces and had typed them out on his computer, printed everything on fresh white paper and
then carefully placed them in the binders. Reading the poems and stories took time, because



each one was printed in a different font style or font size. As I glanced through several of his
writings, I saw that he wrote about his emotions, his religion, people in his life, memories of his
past, and of his disability.In addition to the notebooks of his poems and stories, I found a
workbook by the side of Eric’s bed from a creative writing class he had taken where he had
written in the margins and across some of the typed pages. So, I also have these little snippets
of his writings, those thoughts jotted down in the early morning or late at night, that help round
out the picture of his life.I’m not a painter,Really in any medium –Water colors, acrylics, flat
latex,Walls, houses, barns, portraits and such.But, I can paint a pretty fair pictureWith words!
Poetry, a few essays, here and there,Short stories, not a novel, yet.Anything dealing with
feelings,And the way things are with me –Anger, fear, frustration, despair,Anytime I’m feeling
sad.Gladness, hope, joy, laughter, as well.I can paint in broad, strong, sure sweeping strokes,Of
healing, wholeness, deliverance.Snapping chains that have bound me for so long,Cannot bind
me, hold me anymore!Snapping bonds, setting me free,As free as I have ever been,As only
healing, freeing, painted words on the page,Words of peace, strength,
encouragement,happiness and love,As words on the page,Painted by the artist,On the page,
can surely, truly do.Through all of his life, the one phrase that best described Eric was stubborn
determination. He expressed his frustration to me about how people treated him, often with
disrespect and disregard. So he worked hard to be normal, to be accepted by able-bodied
people, and to live and work fully in the able-bodied world. Physically, he felt smaller than others,
whether he was standing stooped or sitting in his wheelchair. He complained that rarely did
anyone speak to him at his eye level. He felt nothing was expected of him and he was not
encouraged to try, but he fought hard to push ahead and accomplish something. Though he felt
he was pushed down, he was looking for a better future. Eric also dealt with depression, and yet
he was hopeful. He may have felt sad, but he was looking for the positive in a brighter day. In
many ways Eric was down, looking up.Look at MEI would like to be seen as more than just a guy
in a wheelchair.There is more to me than what you see.There is a brain. There are nerves.There
are muscles that get me going.There is vision beyond what my eyes can see.I can think. I can
feel. I can love.I can move in love. I can move in love for me.There is more to me than what you
see.I can be whatever I want to beAnd I can be free to be a friend to me.In a perfect world I
would park my chair and leave itthere.EarlyChildhoodOn January 16, 1946, Eric came into this
world at the Naval Hospital near Seattle, Washington. He was a very small baby, born two
months premature, weighing about three pounds. We’re not sure if there were complications with
the pregnancy or if the delivery was difficult, but baby Eric was placed in an incubator for at least
a week.Death was near with my first breath.Life was new, yet I was dying.Dark, silent struggle,
slow, gasping, silent death,Silent fear, silent crying.Deep within, I know not where,I could only
feel, not express,Profound pools of fear lying stagnant there,Vast realms of deep emptiness.Is
this all there is in living?Dark, breathless, nameless fear,Empty, silent grieving,Surely there must
be more out there?Something worth believing?What it is, will I ever know?Until then, fear must
never show.Our parents were nervous as their new baby was taken from them and placed in the



incubator. The incubator was filled with oxygen to give this little baby the best chance possible
for survival. Later, doctors would suggest that maybe Eric had been given too much oxygen in
those first days of life and therefore the incubator may have caused some further damage,
especially to his vision. Nothing was confirmed, but Eric wore thick glasses from a very young
age and throughout his life.The God who created you, loves you as no one ever could.But in this
faulty world we live in,Just like the faulty contraption they put you in,This little preemie baby.As
you debuted into this world,The air would come, the air would flow,The air would stop, the air
would go.You, the valiant little warrior, you valiant little guy,Would struggle to breathe, live,Live
through the fear and not die!Though your intro into life was rugged,For you, you plucky little
guy,The God who created you said,“I’m going to redeem this mess!The kid who struggled,
fought upon entry,Will be given many friends, many things to do, many lives to bless!”Many
times I heard the story from my maternal grandmother Grandma Burger that despite the scare of
an early birth, both mother and father seemed pleased and proud of this beautiful baby boy.
They happily showed him off to anyone who was near.World War II had ended almost a year
before, and our father, whom we called “Pop,” was discharged from the Navy due to downsizing
the military. He had difficulty finding work. Jobs seemed to come and then go. Money became
tight. There were bills to be paid and mouths to feed. Pressure began to build within this young
family. Quickly Pop and our mother Meda came to realize they could no longer enjoy the carefree
life they had had before marriage. They could no longer go to the movies after work on a whim or
go dancing when one of the well-known Big Bands, like the Glenn Miller Band or the Tommy
Dorsey Band, were in town.Pop was 27 years old and Meda was 19 when Eric was born. Pop
wasn’t expecting to be responsible for this newborn baby, and Meda wasn’t expecting to be the
sole caretaker. He expected his wife to be responsible for taking care of the baby, and she
expected her husband to share the responsibility. He withdrew, and she became
overwhelmed.Pop told me the story that in the summer when Eric was about six months old, Pop
really wanted to “go back to the farm and see the folks.” He wanted his parents to see his
beautiful baby boy. So the car was packed and the three of them drove across the country,
leaving the Pacific Coast and heading to the Midwest to the state of Iowa. They ate their meals
out of a picnic basket and slept in the car at the side of the road at night. Pop said it was a
comfortable trip and Eric didn’t fuss much at all. With only two-lane roads and no interstate
expressways on their route, they made the drive in five days.Pop’s parents, who we came to
know as Grandpa and Grandma Tinderholt, lived in a small rural community of European
immigrants made up of primarily Norwegians, Germans, and Czechoslovakians in Northeast
Iowa, about 20 miles south of the Minnesota state line and about 40 miles west of the
Mississippi River. They farmed 160 acres on the gently rolling hills of what used to be wide open
prairie. These farms divided up the prairie with barbed wire fences and plowed fields and were
connected to each other by narrow gravel roads. Each farm was anchored by a small cluster of
buildings usually consisting of a house, a large barn for milking cows and storing hay, a smaller
building or two for chickens and pigs, and then a storage silo for grain and other sheds for farm



machinery and equipment.These hard-working farm people had survived the Great Depression
of the early ‘30’s and a world in turmoil with two world wars. Finally peace was declared and life
was improving. They were just now beginning to see some daily comforts come into their lives,
such as indoor plumbing and electricity. Things were looking up. Truman was President, and as
the locals would say, “He’s one of us, a no-nonsense Midwesterner.” But the unspoken sentiment
was, “We’re not sure we can trust a Democrat.”When Pop was growing up, Norwegian was the
main language spoken in their farm community. The Lutheran church services were in
Norwegian, and the daily activities were all done in Norwegian. The teachers at school in the
nearby town of Ossian spoke Norwegian but taught their subjects in English. Pop’s first language
was Norwegian, and then he learned English at age 6 when he went to school. When my
siblings and I were growing up, the use of English became more widespread and was used
primarily outside the home. But Norwegian was still used among the adults in the home and
among friends. We children were discouraged from learning Norwegian. Pop and Grandma and
Grandpa Tinderholt always said English was the language in which business was conducted, so
they stressed learning English. I was a bit perturbed when I would attempt to speak Norwegian
and then would be reprimanded. “No Norwegian, speak English! You will learn English!” I tried to
learn Norwegian on my own by writing out flashcards and memorizing the words, but with no
encouragement, that endeavor faded away.Grandma and Grandpa Tinderholt were reserved in
their manner. They didn’t greet you with a warm hug but with a cool and cordial “Hello.” Their
demeanor showed little emotion. Their conversations were direct and to the point. Because they
seemed to be constantly at work, they had little time for what Grandma called “the formal
niceties of society.” They had the cows to milk, the pigs to feed, chicken eggs to gather, barns to
clean, and the fields to plow or to plant or to harvest. The only time they would relax would be
after church services on Sundays, “God’s day of rest.” But even on that day of rest, Grandma
didn’t get a break from her work.Every day Grandma would prepare a large breakfast of fried
eggs, bacon, potatoes and toast, and move to a hearty noon meal of beef steak or chicken,
mashed potatoes with gravy, cooked vegetables with a fruit pie or cobbler for dessert. This noon
meal was called dinner.In the afternoon, she would fix a lunch of bologna sandwiches and
cookies with a jug of water for the men working in the fields. At the end of a long day of cooking,
she would prepare a light evening meal of soup with bread and cheese, which was called
supper. I remember often before even rising from the breakfast table Grandma would say, “Now,
what shall we have for dinner?” During the week, between meals, she would fit in washing
clothes, cleaning the house, ironing clothes, and a myriad of other household chores. Grandma
always seemed to be working.In spite of all the focus on their daily work, Grandma said they
enjoyed baby Eric. He had a sweet temperament and was deemed “a good baby.” However,
Meda had a difficult time being with her new in-laws, primarily because she only spoke English
and the language barrier intimidated her. Also, she had never experienced farm life before this.
She had only known life in the West Coast town of Coos Bay, Oregon, a small fishing village.
Living in this Norwegian community and on this Iowan farm was so different it became too much



for her. After about a month or so and after much begging, Pop and Meda returned to
Washington.After their return, Grandma Burger, Meda’s mother, came for a visit. Grandma
Burger, who still lived on the Oregon coast in Coos Bay, drove the 8 hour drive to Everett,
Washington, where Pop, Meda and Eric now lived. She would make the long drive north to
Everett from time to time to help out. During one visit, she noticed Eric wasn’t able to sit up as
well as other babies his age. This was dismissed as “He’s just a little late,” and life continued on
the same. A year passed and still Eric struggled to crawl and could not walk. The reality that Eric
was not developing as other children his age was very slowly coming to light.What is this picture
on the wall I see?It’s a black & white ‘1940’s something’ framed photographOf my pretty, smiling
‘20’s something’ motherAnd a scowling little me.I’m glad she’s holding me to stand.I’m glad she
had me in her grasp.If she wasn’t holding me,I’d fall right on my ass!Did I know something she
didn’t know?Even then, how different,How difficult our lives would be.Was I aware, even then,Of
a pending, dark, looming physical disability?After Eric’s second birthday, on March 1, 1948, our
sister Ann was born. Again Pop was a proud papa. He now had a little boy and a little girl. He
was pleased.But not all was well in the home. Eric still was not walking, and there were other
little things that didn’t seem to be right with Eric. He couldn’t control his bladder and didn’t take
to toilet training at all. His grasp of objects was awkward, and he had difficulty feeding himself,
whether it was with a spoon or just his fingers. Pop chose not to look at Eric’s physical issues,
and Meda chose to gloss over them. Pop explained to us much later that Meda, at only 21 years
of age, was also frustrated that she now had two babies to carry around, feed and diaper. Her
temper would flare, and Pop would retreat into silence.Little Boy TalkThere must be something
wrong with me,And I don’t know what it is.There must be something wrong with me,And I don’t
know what I did.There must be something wrong with me,Why would I have to live like this?
There must be something wrong with me,Mom and Dad are mad all the time.It must be
something I did.But for the life of me,I don’t know what the ‘something’ is.Finally, Pop and Meda
found a doctor to help them diagnose Eric’s physical disability.When they discovered I was
physically disabled, and I couldn’t walk,I think nothing much was expected of me.Joy turned to
ashes really quickly.It was anger, disgust, sorrow, despair,As if I wasn’t there.I think they wrote
me off rather quickly.What good is this kid?What can he really do?Nothing much was the
thought.We’re stuck with this kid, of such is our lot.With a crippled kid on their plate,I guess I was
more than they could take.Being the first kid, and all those expectations,Then coming to grips
with the reality,And the shock of their situation.The stigma of ‘disability’ was common and all too
often held sway.“We’re bound, trapped with this damned kid all our lives!This is not what we
signed up for!We’re stuck with this kid while the rest of the world thrives.We know it’s not a nice
thing to contemplate, or even say,But this kid’s a millstone around our necks,And there’s nothing
we can do to get away!What did we do to get stuck with this kid in this terrible, forsaken
way!”When Eric was about two and half years old, he was diagnosed with cerebral palsy,
commonly referred to as “CP.” This is not a disease but an abnormal development of the brain
during fetal development or a brain injury during labor and delivery. CP affects a person’s



muscles and their ability to control those muscles. Eric was affected by having very little control
of his legs, some control of gross motor skills such as moving his arms in large motions, and
limited fine motor skills such as grasping objects with his thumb and fingers. He had a stutter in
his speech, but his speech was intelligible so others were able to understand him easily.When a
child is diagnosed with cerebral palsy and has the physical symptoms of poor muscle control
and coordination, muscle spasms and possible problems with hearing, speaking, and seeing,
how does this child view his world? How does the disability affect the child emotionally?“All
children are frustrated; all feel inferior. Cerebral palsy is like living in chains,” Christie Brown said
in his book My Left Foot.I know what that feels like! Cerebral palsy has always been with me.
From the moment I first held my head up as I was learning to crawl, I’ve known the struggle of life
with cerebral palsy. It’s always been with me. It’s as near as my next breath, and in all probability,
will be with me when I draw my last breath. There are no weekends off from cerebral palsy, no
three month vacations in the summer. Whether it’s the sweltering, melting heat of summer, or the
treacherous, icy cold of winter, CP always seems to make the heat a little heavier and winter ice
and snow more of a threat. It’s a part of me. It filters everything I do.With Pop’s changing of jobs,
the family moving to different houses, and Eric’s disability, this young family was always in
disarray. During the seven years that Pop and Meda were married, Pop had four different jobs
and they moved nine times in the northern area of Puget Sound in Washington – in and around
the city of Everett, out to the Lake Stevens area, out on Highway 9, and then back to Everett to a
house on Hoyt Avenue.A white frame two story house, I think it was on a corner.We lived there
for a year or two.We lived there without honor.The house on Hoyt was not a home at all,Nothing
but a nest of pain, terror, and sorrow.I wasn’t able to walk back then,I crawled on hands and
knees,If I wanted to get from here to there; if I wanted to get around.I always thought I could
crawl really fast,But thinking back, apparently, I wasn’t,And never could be fast enough.The
bathroom in that damned house was upstairs,And to me, that damned room might as wellHave
been down the street a block or two,Or five miles away!But the house on Hoyt Avenue is nowA
faded, ragged memory to me.Merely a house on a corner lot,Never a home!Bedrooms are often
a child’s “own space” where one can get away from the chaos of the outside world, a place of
refuge. But sometimes that bedroom becomes a dark and lonely place, a place of
confinement.Dark, silent room at the end of the hall,Little boy whimpering, cowering,
hidingUnder the covers, afraid, aloneWishing he were dead.Alone, afraid of wetting his bed,Little
boy cowering, tangled, trappedMidst sheeted web,Frightened, fighting, alone,Afraid to call, to
break the silence in the roomAt the end of the hall,To rouse dark, faceless fatherFitfully sleeping
there,To send him stumbling and cursingDown the hall, into the nightWhere a little boy still waits,
still fights,Alone, afraid to call.Tension grew in the house. Tempers flared. Harsh words were
thrown back and forth. For a small child, the noise and the anger must have been very
frightening.I wonder when it was I first got the thoughtMy life wasn’t worth too much?Was it when
my parents yelled and fought,And I was crawling, crying on the kitchen floorTrying to get them to
stop?Or when I had to get around wearing leg bracesAnd lean on a crutch?It seemed my days



all came wrapped in a crazy, hazy gloom.I wonder if I ever thought I was worthy enough, just to
be a kid.When anything went wrong,I nearly always thought it was something I did.And then,
from deep down in his being, Eric felt that stubborn determination grow within him to rise above
the surrounding chaos.I’m going to do something with this life,However brief it may be.I’m
sensing much commotion and strife,I don’t know what the hell it is,Although, whatever it is, it
can’t be good!I’m not sure this house is where I want to live,Especially if life can’t be lived like it
should.These two people haven’t a clue what’s going on,Not a single blessed hint of a clue!
These people have it all screwed up and wrong.Eric told me about the time when he was about
four years old, Meda took him to a special clinic in Colorado that worked with children with
disabilities. He didn’t remember if it was a special school or a medical clinic, but he thought it
was a chiropractic clinic. “I remember being on the train with Meda for a long time, and then we
went to this hospital-like place. There she left me. I didn’t know what I had done to be left alone
at that clinic. I didn’t see her for a very long time, maybe several months or a year. The only one
who visited me was Meda’s Aunt Grace, and she came only twice.” Eric remembered her visits
well.There was this place, a hospital I think it was.The outside was bright and sunny, with flowers
in the little garden.The inside was drab, gray, and smelly,With runny eggs and oatmeal in the
morning,And a radio somewhere blaring.This guy prodded and poked, twisted and pulled,To
somehow make me better.But it didn’t work. I didn’t feel one bit better.He slicked down his hair
with water from the faucet.He was lank and lean and never smiled or talked, except to somebody
else.I was scared but didn’t show it.Why was I there? I didn’t know it.But Aunt Grace was – she
was bright and cheeryAnd made up for the smiles I didn’t get.She brought Hershey bars and
comic books to read.She took me outside, away from the place a time or two.I miss Aunt Grace.I
wish I had known her better.Eric shared with me his memory of being at that clinic with other
children with disabilities, of being alone, of being scared and not knowing anyone. “I cried myself
to sleep many nights.” On sunny days he was put outside in a large, dusty corral to crawl around
and try to play with the other kids. Then each child would be pulled from the group at the time of
their therapy session and taken into one of the buildings to meet the doctor, who was a
chiropractor. The doctor would prod and stretch and manipulate the child’s limbs in hopes of
loosening the tension in the muscles. But the treatments didn’t seem to help Eric. Pop and Meda
were called and told there was no improvement. Disappointment set in. Meda went to Colorado
and brought Eric home.Back in Washington, Pop and Meda sought out Easter Seals for help, a
non-profit organization that helps children with disabilities. Easter Seals helped Eric get fitted for
his leg braces and his crutches and then showed him how to use them.Joy!I take my first step . . .
something new!I’ve not felt before . . . fear!There’s the floor,It seems so far down there,I might fall!
I’ve never stood so straight,I’ve never stood so tall.Free!Push on those crutches,They can hold
you . . . push!You know you can . . . push!Stand tall! Stand strong!You’re the man.You know you
can.One step . . . first step . . . good step!Let’s try two.First step was all mine,Next one’s for
You.An act of worship,A song of praise,To the God of miraclesAnd a good pair of crutches.Eric
had a sunny, out-going personality and easily engaged with others. So I can see why Easter



Seals chose Eric when he was five years old as their poster child for the year. The picture taken
shows Eric with a beautiful smile as he stands with his small crutches wearing a large crown
made of Easter Seal stamps.I was King of Snohomish County, somewhere up north of Seattle a
ways.Yes, I was King of Snohomish County, if only for a day.Easter Seal King of Snohomish
County.They crowned me king for a day.I was just a little kid in my overalls and red and white
striped T-shirt;I had a crown upon my head made of Easter Seal stamps, imagine that!I was
standing, leaning on my little crutches,And scuffed shoes with cut-out toes.I was standing as tall
as I could, smiling as they clicked my picture.I don’t know why they did it, maybe for
somenewspaper someplace.I guess I’m glad they did; I was king of something.I was smiling, a
little tentative, I think.For the life of me, I don’t know why, I was smiling for the picture,Because at
home, I wanted to cry!I wanted to curl up within myself, get lost and cry!Although there was
tension in the house, Eric and Ann enjoyed some special times with Pop. They loved the times
he would take them on what I later referred to as “Pop’s Grand Outings,” those times when Pop
would go out on an adventure letting his child-like enthusiasm and curiosity and wonderment
shine through. One adventure Eric remembered was going to see a naval ship.I think I was about
5 years old. Pop was still carrying me, although I was a good crawler. This big US Navy destroyer
(I think it was) was anchored in Puget Sound, and the Navy was giving tours to the public on a
Sunday afternoon. Pop took me down there, and we toured her! I had never seen so much stuff
crammed in so little space – all these green glowing lights and narrow aisles! Everything was
painted light gray. What was really neat was instead of water coming out of the water fountains,
when you bent down expecting to get water, you got grape juice instead! I had never tasted
grape juice so good!These adventures with Pop were great fun. Often Pop was more like a big
brother than a parent. During these outings, he sometimes would forget his parental role and
forget he had young children to watch and care for.I think I was about 5 or so when my sister Ann
and me and our dad had been invited out to Lake Stevens to go swimming at the lake-front
home of some friends. I remember splashing around in the water, and Pop was watching me. He
sat me on a rock and told me to stay right there and he would be right back. The next thing I
know there was sickening green color all around me, and I seemed to be moving real fast. My life
was flashing before my eyes (which was amazing for a five year old!) and I was aware of God
(which was equally amazing!). I was drowning.Ann remembers this incident clearly. “Eric had
been learning to float during some water therapy sessions he was enrolled in, and he wanted to
show Pop and me what he could do. I watched as he scooted down this rock he had been sitting
on and into the water. I thought this looked like great fun. However, Eric suddenly flipped over
and was under the water. I screamed! Pop had been distracted by his conversation with
someone nearby, but he snapped back to us when I screamed. He saw Eric go under the
surface of the lake, and he jumped into action. He quickly waded in the water and grabbed Eric.
He safely brought Eric out of the water, but we were all a bit shaken by this incident.” Eric also
remembers Pop grumbling afterwards, “I thought I told you to stay put.” Perhaps Pop’s comment
came not out of anger but more from fear and guilt.There were fun times with Pop, but most of



the time, Pop seemed distracted and tired. He found the daily grind of getting up in the morning
and out the door on time wearisome and then working all day at the lumber mill or at the airplane
factory or at the auto shop a bit boring. He was not interested in entertaining his young children
after coming home late in the day. Any attempts at getting his attention were met with a scowl as
he walked away grumbling, “Leave me alone.” And then at other times his temper would flare.I
never knew why my dad was so mad when he picked me upAnd threw me in the backseat of the
Studebaker that day.I was just a bent up little crippled kid, not fast enough to get out of his way.I
was too scared to ask. He was too mad to say.There had been much screaming and yelling the
day before,Between my mom and him.I was crawling around on the kitchen floor,Crying in front
of both of them.I’ll never forget that blue Studebaker,Or crawling around, crying on that damned,
cold, hard kitchen floor.Why do they hate me, Lord?My own mom and dad.Why do they despise
me so?It surely seems they do.Why do they scream and yellAnd stand apart when they speak of
me?Is it something I did?Or is it me?My physical disability, my cerebral palsy, they too often
see.They’re my mom and dad.They’re supposed to love and care for me.Why do they hate me
so?Amid the chaos and confusion, Eric felt only God was there to give comfort.A Voice in the
DarkHey, little son,Strength of my might,Power of my heart,Though the night is darkAnd you’ve
yet to find your voice,Why do you tremble?Why do you fear?You’re not alone,I am here.To walk
you through pain and desolation,I am your shelter in the storm,Your cleft in the RockIn which
you’re safely hid.I’ll carry you on my hip.I’ll set you on my shoulder,In triumph, young son.I’ll hold
you in the crook of my arm,Near to my heart.You, the warmth of my life,The light of my spirit,The
life of my heart!Two years after Ann was born, I was born on May 24, 1950, and then a year later,
Dan was born on August 1, 1951. The country had recovered from the war and was now in a
boom time. The economy was improving, and people were generally feeling good about their
lives. But at home, it wasn’t a “feel good” time. Meda was very frustrated with the coming and
going of Pop’s jobs and the sporadic income, plus she was getting very tired of staying home
with four very young children, especially one that was disabled. She decided to find work and let
Pop deal with us kids. She found a job at the local telephone company, which had steady hours
with a depend-able wage. She was happy to be out of the house. Suddenly she felt free. She
was young again! She began to hang out with co-workers after work, and then she began to
hang out with one particular man, a man she eventually married and with whom she had two
more children. They started seeing each other whenever they could sneak away from work and
from home. These clandestine meetings quickly grew into a full affair. And then Pop found out.I
don’t know how Pop found out, but I was told there was a huge explosion. This fight was more
intense and angrier than any other. Not only were hot words thrown about, but furniture was
overturned and dishes were thrown against the wall, shattering into pieces onto the floor. Ann
remembers she and Eric hid in terror while Dan and I cried in fear in another room. Pop yelled,
“Get out! Leave!” Meda quickly gathered a few things and moved out.The angry storm passed,
and Pop realized he was really on his own now with four young children. With the help of his
sister Elsa, Pop found a babysitter, Lola Albright. He would drop us off at Lola’s apartment when



he went to work and then pick us up at the end of his work shift. Lola and her husband lived in
the projects, army barracks from World War II converted to low-income housing – the same
place where Elsa and her five kids lived. Lola and her husband were the first black people we
knew.I remember when Pop got Lola Albright to look after us,My two sisters, my little brother,
and me.He had to work, and our mom wasn’t there.Lola was the first black lady I had ever
seen.Pop couldn’t pay her very much,I never saw her smile.Ann remembers Lola taking long
drags on her cigarette and blowing perfect smoke rings. I don’t remember Lola, but for small
children, watching those smoke rings float through the air must have been a mesmerizing
sight.Meanwhile, as Lola took care of us, our parents moved towards divorce.I wish they hadn’t
said the things they said.I wish they hadn’t done the things they did.They yelled, screamed,
argued, hit,And bounced me around,Like I could have been the cause of it all.It hurt like hell!I
can still recall!Maybe some days, like today,I could just end it all.I guess I could say they did the
best with what they had,And let them off the hook.But I often think of that as just a slap in the
face,Averted eyes, and a quick look away.I thought parents were supposed to love their kids.I
know many of them do,But I know many of them don’t.I wonder if my parents ever did?Our
parent’s divorce was final in November 1953 after a long, drawn out court battle. Grandma
Tinderholt told me, “There had been a lot of mud-slinging.” The fighting came to an end when
our mother signed custody of us children over to our father. Meda wanted a new life and was
ready to move on, leaving us behind.After three other kids were born ‘good’ physically,Meaning
they were all fine and able to walk,My parents divorced,Probably because of me and my
disability.My dad, of all people, was granted custody,Including me.Our family now consisted of
Pop, Eric (age 7), Ann (age 5), me - Connie (age 3), and Dan (age 2). Pop was hurt and angry,
so he made a fast decision and very quickly we were on a train heading to Iowa to live with his
parents, Grandpa and Grandma Tinderholt.It should have been in the dead of night, but instead
it was a bright, sunny Sunday, just after noon. I was seven years old and sneaking out of town on
my crutches. I was sneaking out of town with my little brother Dan, still in diapers, and my sisters
Ann and Connie.Four little kids on the loose, waiting for the next train out of town. The minister
was there, too; he drove the get-away car. And my dad orchestrated it all.I don’t know where my
dad was when Mom showed up. She was mad, I could tell that! She had bleached blond hair
and her eyes were hard and her face was set. I bet my dad was mad too, but I didn’t know where
he was. He was probably mad that the train didn’t come fast enough. He and the lawyer probably
had everything figured out as soon as she signed the custody papers, “Let’s get these kids out
of town as fast as we can!” but they hadn’t figured on a slow train. So here we were, four little
kids standing on the platform at the depot, waiting for the train to take us to Iowa. Gramps had
sent us money for the tickets.Now Mom was here trying to say good-bye, which she probably
wasn’t supposed to do. But she was doing it anyway. The four of us were all lined up, and she
was going down the row saying good-bye. I was standing on my crutches at the end of the line.
When she got to me, she crouched down and looked me straight in the face. She wasn’t crying
or anything. She sure looked different with her bleached blonde hair. And I looked straight at her



too. She wasn’t smiling. All she said was, “Be a good boy and don’t wet your pants.” She could
have hugged me and kissed me good-bye as I stood there with my little sawed-off crutches on
the station platform, but the last thing she said was, “Be a good boy and don’t wet your pants.”If
there was a bond between mother and child, it was now broken. None of us ever saw Meda
again in our childhood. My first memory of life was that train ride to Iowa, so I don’t remember
Meda as a mother. I met her when I was in my late teens, 15 years after the divorce, and to me
she was a total stranger; there was no recognition or memory at all. Eric reached out to her when
he was in his thirties, even flying out to Washington to meet her in person. The four of us each
sought her out in adulthood to satisfy our curiosity as to who this person was from our past, and
each in our own way attempted a relationship with her. But eventually we all realized she was not
interested, so we all moved on and left her in the past.Eric at 18 months.Eric at 18 months.Eric
(4) and Ann (2)Eric at 5 years old.“King of Snohomish County”Eric with his crown of Easter
Seals stampsIowaAfter the divorce, we moved to Northeast Iowa, an area of the upper Midwest
with wide open fields and gently rolling hills. If you stood at the top of one of those hills, you
could see the land rippling towards the horizon. This land was covered with farms, large and
small, whose fields alternated between hay, corn and oats. To fly over this landscape you saw a
large patchwork quilt of cultivated fields lined by roads approximately one mile apart. The roads
were on a grid pattern running north-south and east-west, and most were gravel. The majority of
the population lived on these farms with only a few people living in the small towns that
supported the farms.
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Avid Reader, “An excellent treatment on a difficult topic. Connie Rubsamen has written a
biography of her brother Eric, who was born severely disabled with cerebral palsy. It is a
remarkable book partly because Eric was a writer himself, who though he never attempted to
publish anything, left behind a huge compendium of poetry, stories, and essays describing of his
own life. Connie has sifted through all these and woven in those appropriate to the episodes that
she describes. Thus, at almost every step, we see his struggles both from Connie’s outside
perspective and from Eric’s own view.The book shows how the difficulties of a physical disability
can extend well beyond the problems of limited mobility to include family rejection and an
undeserved sense of shame, leading to depression. Even as Eric managed to graduate from
college, get a good job, and support himself, he was subject to manipulation and exploitation by
others. It’s a sad story, but a strong one that could only be written with Connie’s dedication and
the unique resource of Eric’s written work. It’s a book that should be read by anyone with family
or friends who are disabled—or anyone interested in a moving personal history.”

Charles Pankow, “A loving sister gives her disabled brother his voice. I have read many
biographical books, but none so dedicated, revealing, or heartfelt as this one. The author
carefully connects a chronology of her brother’s life using his own highly descriptive and moving
poems recounting with insight, humor, and yes some anger, his challenging life living with the
affliction of Cerebral Palsy. The physically impaired have the same right to life and love as
anyone. This is one man’s way to tell the world what that difficult task of being down and looking
up feels like. A wonderful way to honor a brother. And it’s brilliant!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I wore comfortable blinders. Being a neighbor and friend of Jim’s, I was at
the Tinderholt/Boyle home often. Eric was often outside in the warm months playing a board
game egging people on to get involved with the game. He was a kind, gentle person and always
smiled. My eyes were opened wide as I read. I was so oblivious to anything not directly
concerning me..I wore comfortable blinders. After reading this book I wondered what else did I
miss.I recommend this book to everyone. It not only helps appreciate life but it will open your
eyes to the strength as well as the trials and tribulations unique to competent, wonderful people
with disabilities.”

Mark, “Definitely worth 8 cows!. Touching story of an imperfect man struggling to make his way
in an imperfect world, his relationship with god, family, friends, and battle with Cerebral Palsy.
Eric's own poetry sprinkled throughout the text provides an especially personal glimpse into his
life, mind and sense of humor. "If I can make it from bed to the chair, without falling on my face,
chances are, it's going to be a good day!" Eric's humbling words remind us we have much to be
thankful for. This book channel's his inspiring spirit to make the most of the gift of life. Thanks to
the author for capturing it so well!”
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